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ON NOMENCLATURE: THE "TYPE-METHOD" 
by 

LEON CROIZAT (M6rida) 

About ten years ago (in Jour. Arnold Arb. 22: 139. 1941; Bull. Torrey Cl. 70: 314. 1943) 
I acknowledged myself dissatisfied with Art. 18 of the International Rules of Botanical 
Nomenclature, the cornerstone - supposedly - of the "modern type-method" in systematic 
botany. Much as I wished by then to document my dissatisfaction beyond a cursory expression 
of opinion, I learned that this was impossible, for a tight web of censorship and backhand 
suppression made it impossible to reach print on thd matter. I am accordingly most happy 
to find myself today in the position of discussing the subject in the pages of a review, the 
editors of which see nothing sacrilegious in a frank analysis of nomenclatorial methods and 
principles. My deepest conviction is that Art. 18 (ed. 3) is nonsense, not only, but marks 
an epoch in the progressive decadence of nomenclature in our midst. To unmask this Article 
is much sooner a duty than a pleasure, great as my pleasure may be while so doing. 
As it is well known, the current Rules largely stem from the practice and philosophy 
of the two elder De Candolles, whose tradition was upheld up to some twentyfive years 
ago by their successor, Briquet. Toward the beginning of this century this practice and 
philosophy came under the fire of transatlantic guns at the hand of taxonomists such as 
Britton and his associates, who had an obsession with the "Type Method" in the belief, 
or delusion, that such had never received proper recognition on the European side of the 
Atlantic. Fired with the same zeal with the "Type-method", today countless followers in 
the wake of Britton etc. busily strive to fill the pages of our Rules with unadulterated rot. 
It is sad that the transatlantic hosts are nowadays abetted by large numbers of European 
botanists who, ill informed as to their own grounds, clamor in behalf of the grounds of 
others. I am sure that if the latter knew better, the former would also learn something. 

The Rules of Nomenclature - let this be stated as it must, forcefully and finally - 
are a body of law, a code in the truest meaning of the word. In comrnion with every other 
code, they include general principles and major rulings together with directives intended 
to assure and to implement their better enforcement. To be conveniently handled, recast 
or modified, the botanical Rules must be understood in their background and origins and 
duly grasped as to spirit in the very first. Whatever we propose to graft upon their body, 
or to prune off their limbs, must be approached in the realization that conflicts involving 
details against principles, principles against principles, details against details are abhorrent 
alike. It will never do to fancy that a new "article" or "recommendation" will automatically 
suit the existing Rules; we must be certain that whatever addition we suggest is compatible 
with the extant text, in spirit quite as well as in word. Whatever is to go into the Rules, 
in sum, must agree with their philosophy and their practice, and because of this must first 
of all be carefully elaborated, both on the whole and in detail, by gentlemen who, being 
professional botanists are at the same time somewhat less than abysmally ignorant of the 
rudiments of the law, any law in fact. Those who feel themselves less than competent as 
jurists should - I believe - stop complaining that they are not "understood" by their 
better informed colleagues, when pushing forward this or that ludicrous "proposal". They 
should agree in fairness to everybody concerned to learn instead of teaching. We may not 
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necessarily agree with everything which the De Candolles saw and put into the Rules, but 
we can at least respect them and their decisions. This alas, is far more than we can 
extend to noisy putterers who, blissfully ignorant of every fundamental, would nevertheless 
like to step into the De Candolles' very monumental boots. 

To return to the "Type-Method": I wager that a huge majority of botanists who worship 
at the altar of this "method", and are seemingly ready to die hard rather than to 
allow anything to be done to Art. 18 (ed. 3), have no understanding whatever of what 
it is all about. One of them, for example (Ewan in Bull. Torrey Cl. 69: 140 footn. 1942) 
would like to have a "Definite name of reference without involving nomenclature", which, 
if I understand it correctly (and I will always be glad further to discuss the matter), is 
a contradiction in terminis, for a "Name of reference" must be nomenclature. Two authors 
of supposedly greater weight (Wiegand & Weatherby in Rhodora 39: 298. 1937) believe that 
the "Object and peculiar virtue" of the "Type Method" is in the putting of names of 
controversial groups on a definite basis of actual existent herbarium material, which - as 
it presently will transpire - is a poor belief with little reference to past history and 
present fact. Benson contributes (in Cact. Succ. Jour. 15: 106. 1943) the following, 
"Determination of the group to bear the original name is dependent upon the type method 
described below: Each species or variety is based upon a type specimen designated by 
the author at the time of the publication of the name, and each genus is based upon a 
type species. The type plant is the one with which the name is associated permanently 
and it affords a means of determining exactly what plant the 'author was naming. 
Unfortunately the type method is a recent development (the greatest contribution of the 
American Code), and types were not designated in the earlier literature. However, in 
most cases a particular specimen (to be considered as the type) or a group of specimens 
(each a cotype) was cited." Boiled down to essentials, this none too felicituous bit of prose 
identifies as a great contribution of American thought the citation of a certain specimen 
in connection with the publication of a new name. This seems to be a very big claim in 
relation to precious little, for, as Benson himself recognizes, or "cotypes", were even in 
early non-American literature a particular specimen cited in most cases. 

Botanists with a modicum of information do know after all that Linnaeus himself was 
familiar (Crit. Bot. 125. 1737; Phil. Bot. 197. 1751) with the concept of type-unit (the 
Linnaean, Pars typica), and that even authors so early as Chamisso & Schlechtendahl 
(in Linnaea 3: 223. 1828) had some understanding of holotype (Schedula autographa auctoris). 
I am not to be expected to retail at length examples of the sort: To conclude, suffice it to 
mention that the 188 compact pages of the Euphorbieae by Boissier (in DC. Prodr. 15(2). 
1862) are doubtless chockfull of cited specimens in relation to new and old names alike. 
It is accordingly pacific that the tie, specimen-name, is a very old one in systematic thought, 
and that no American ever invented a marvel when insisting, perhaps, upon certain aspects of this interrelation. 

Where does the truth lie, then? I should state in answer to this question that the 
"American Code" (see, for instance its second edition in Bull. Torrey Cl. 34: 267. 1904) 
contained a whole set of minute, at times pedantic "Canons" directed to tell a botanist 
how to elect a "type", and putting him in the process into a straightjacket of hard and 
fast rules. Critically informed European opinion, on the contrary, still inclines to believe 
with Briquet (in Bull. Herb. Boiss. 5: 770. 1897) that only a monographer could be said 
to have before himself all the evidence required to settle special, often very involved, 
issues of typification. If the American viewpoint has some merit, in that it tends to uniform 
practice in the selection and use of "types", it also has the capital vice of forcing at times 
a student to choose an awkward "type" in obedience to peremptory fiats that ill apply to specific cases, such cases as are inevitably bound to arise in current taxonomic and 
systematic practice. The classic European viewpoint is free from this taint, which alone 
proves that it is far from untenable. At bottom, both viewpoints, cis- and transatlantic, 
rely upon the same fundamental principle, i.e., that names published in systematic taxonomy, 
plants' as well as animals', must go back to something tangible, a "type", a principle 
which nobody ever thought of seriously questioning in Europe as elsewhere. The difference 
between the two viewpoints in general is accordingly one of practice at the most, about 
which conciliation never should be difficult in the long run. Brought down to the status 
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of current Recommendations, the "Canons" of the "Armerican Code" might perhaps serve 
some purpose, for the very good reason that Recommendations are not mandatory, and 
discretion, such as pertinently advocated by Briquet, is to decide in the last resort. Erected 
into hard and fast Rules, these very same "Canons" would often prove quite as obnoxious 
in critical work as they might be useful in certain general cases. 

More or less successful in its insistence upon absolute standardization in regard of 
typification, the American Code was downright inept in other, vital, phases of botanical 
endeavor. The notion, for example, voiced in Canon 4 (in op. cit., 169) that the term 
variety should be relegated to horticultural usage, leaving only subspecies below the 
species, repeated an indifferent aspect of current zoological nomenclature, automatically 
treating every subspecific group as of the same rank and status, which might at times be 
convenient, perhaps, but does not agree with nature. Moreover, running counter to age-old 
practice in botany, this notion could only call for stupenduous synonymies and a radical 
departure from tradition, none of which seems commendable outside of cogent, absolute 
necessity. As I am presently to show, the high priests of the American Code showed them- 
selves incapable in the handling of elementary typification, so that it is not surprising 
that they failed to impress their better informed European colleagues in the selfappointed 
role of prophets of a new nomenclature. I regret that space forbids, for I would most 
gladly dissect in the light of actual examples - beyond the few ones next to be introduced 
- the performances of the high priests in question. I openly admit that much as I may 
respect them in certain regards, still I consider them as ridiculous when nomenclature 
is concerned. 

Further still: The American Code, true to the clouded understanding of its sponsors, 
made a ghastly confusion in the very concept of type, such confusion that can only be 
charged to gentlemen whose eagerness was greater by far than critical knowledge; such 
confusion indeed which through Art. 18 poisons the International Rules of Nomenclature 
(3rd ed.), as we are next to learn. It is anything but surprising that botanists nurtured in 
the halls wherein, the American Code was cooked do at times convey a faint smell of that 
grand stew, and contribute on their own, additionally, little dishes of more or less 
agreeable flavor. (to be continued) 

Proposals to amend the Stockholm Code of Botanical Nomenclature. 
Proposal no. 11 submitted to the Paris Congress 

hy 
F. R. FOSBERG (Falls Church, Va.) 

The new International Code of Botanical 
Nomenclature, adopted at the Stockholm 
Congress and published as Regnum Vege- 
tabile, 3: 1-228. 1952 seems unquestionably 
the most satisfactory document of its kind 
ever produced. As a result of the careful 
preparations before the Congress, the 
thoughtful and critical consideration of all 
accumulated proposals by the Nomenclature 
Section of the Congress, and the effective 
labors of the Editorial Committee, an es- 
sentially workable scheme of rules has been 
created. And it comes fairly close to satisfying 
the principle embodied in Article 3 that 
"The Code of nomenclature should be simple 
and founded on considerations sufficiently 
clear and forcible for everyone to comprehend 
and be disposed to accept." 

As yet there has not been sufficient time 
since the publication of this code for it to 

be thoroughly tested by application to the 
full range of nomenclatural problems to 
which it must provide solutions. There is 
little doubt that situations may arise that 
were not anticipated and that may require 
modification of certain wordings and 
provisions. During a careful reading and a 
certain amount of application a few such 
defects, inadequacies or ambiguities have 
come to light. In order that these may be 
given ample thought before they are con- 
sidered at the Paris Congress in 1954, they 
are here pointed out with some discussion 
and proposals for amendment of certain 
articles. These are mostly very minor matters, 
but ones which occasionally may cause 
trouble. Some of them have already given 
trouble during consideration of certain 
generic names proposed for conservation. 
These proposals are here made in the 
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